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the film. the song is about how
extremely devoted they are to

making people smile. this is likely
the most mainstream tune of the
musical, it's the best one because

it's especially touching and
romantic. "bhokar mere raaste ho"
is a indian hindi song composed by
vishal shekhar. the melody is sung

by kunal ganjies and shreya
ghoshal. the lyrics are penned by
javed akhtar. the song is sung by
kunal ganjis, shreya ghoshal and
arijit singh for which the song is

titled as bhokar mere raaste ho. it is
a romantic song with a soft and

soothing rhythm. the lyrics of the
song make everyone in the film fall
for it. the music of the song is an

energetic melody that brings
emotions to the film. the song is
composed by vishalshekhar who

has made the music for many
others as well. a fantastic song that
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shines throughout the entire film
and keeps your eyes and ears glued
to the screen. from the promo song
to the full-length version, this is the
song which everyone of us (of every

kind) must listen. it is also the
'bhajaai' song of the film, so all the
issues might make sense if you’re

familiar with the songs in the
movie.
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